MINIMUM-DURATION FILTERING

Myriad filtering and meridian filtering are known as robust methods of signal processing. The theory of these methods is based on the generalized Cauchy distribution and maximum-likelihood criterion. Based on the “Principle of Minimum Duration”, we present an alternative approach to justify and generalize the myriad and meridian filtering methods. The proposed approach shows that the myriad and meridian filtering methods are special cases of the minimum-duration filtering methods derived from a concept of “signal quasi-duration”. Mathematically, this concept is implemented through the concept of a functional (i.e., a function of a function) by using the proposed set of cost functions. On this foundation, a “superfamily” of quasi-duration functional is built, and a general class of minimum-duration filtering methods which depends on the three free-adjustable parameters is introduced. The numerical simulations are performed to compare the proposed and conventional methods for the problem of filtering a constant signal which is distorted by a mixture of Cauchy, Laplacian and Gaussian noise.
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NOMENCLATURE

PMD Principle of Minimum Duration;
ML maximum-likelihood;
RMSE Root Mean Square Error.
A unknown signal amplitude, or filter output;
b constant in the equalizing procedure;
D functional of strict duration, or “strict duration”;
D(α,β,...)(A) one-variable objective function corresponded to D;
D(α,β,...) functional of quasi-duration, or “quasi-duration”;
D(α,β,...)(A) one-variable objective function corresponded to D(α,β,...);
D(α,β,...) quasi-duration based on the superset of cost functions;
D(α,β,...) quasi-duration based on the generalized Meshalkin cost function;
f(t) shape of the observed signal;
g(t) observed signal;
g_i i-th sample of the observed signal;
N number of signal samples, or filter window size;
p tail constant of the generalized Cauchy distribution;
p(z) probability density function;
q free-adjustable parameter called “smoothing degree”; s(t) arbitrary signal;
T time interval;
\( t \) time argument;
x argument of cost function;
y intermediate variable in the equalizing procedure;
y_k k-th approximation to y;
α – free-adjustable parameter associated with the scale parameter;
β – free-adjustable parameter associated with the shape of data distribution;
σ – scale parameter, or standard deviation of noise;
\( \chi(x) \) – ideal cost function;
\( \psi(x) \) – arbitrary cost function;
\( \psi(\alpha,\beta,...)(x) \) – “quasi-duration” cost function;
\( \psi(\alpha,\beta,...)(x) \) – “root cost function”;
\( \psi(\alpha,\beta,...)(x) \) – “root cost function with smoothing”, or “q-smoothed root cost function”;
\( \psi(\alpha,\beta,...)(x) \) – “q-smoothed logarithmic cost function”;
\( \psi(\alpha,\beta,...)(x) \) – “q-smoothed median cost function”;
\( \psi(\alpha,\beta,...)(x) \) – “generalized Demidenko cost function”;
\( \psi(\alpha,\beta,...)(x) \) – “generalized Meshalkin cost function”;
\( \psi(\alpha,\beta,...)(x) \) – member of the “superset of cost function”;

INTRODUCTION

The principle of maximum likelihood is a mathematical foundation of many filtering methods. To use this principle, it is necessary to specify the joint probability density...
function which should be maximized over all desired parameters. In the case of independent and identically distributed data samples, the mathematical expression for the joint probability density function is considerably simplified with reducing the computational complexity and filter structure.

Based on the maximum-likelihood principle, the myriad filtering [1–2] and the meridian filtering [3–4] have been introduced as robust methods [5–6] of signal processing in impulsive environments. These methods are based on the assumptions that the signal samples are independently Cauchy-distributed and meridian-distributed, respectively. In spite of the common features of these methods, each of them presents an individual class of nonlinear filtering methods with the one free-tunable parameter associated with the scale parameter of noise distribution. Later, a more general class has been proposed [7], where the filtering methods depend on the two free-adjustable parameters associated with the scale parameter and the tail-constant of the generalized Cauchy distribution.

In this paper, we present a larger class of filtering methods. This class depends on the three free parameters that need to be adjusted, where the first two parameters coincide with the two parameters mentioned above, and the third parameter is associated with the shape of data distribution. In contrast to [7], this class is based on the “Principle of Minimum Duration” (PMD) [8–10]. Therefore, it will be referred to as the class of “minimum-duration filtering.”

At the beginning of this paper, we describe the problem statement based on the PMD. In general, the PMD states a non-energy criterion, when the signal processing should produce a signal with a minimum duration. In this paper, we restrict the study to the approximation problem with the one amplitude parameter and show that the minimum-duration filtering is derived from the concept of “signal quasi-duration” by the PMD. Mathematically, this concept is based on the concept of a functional (i.e., a function of a function), where the cost function of the function, which describes the signal, is used. We construct a new set of cost functions and build a “superfamily” of quasi-duration. On this basis, for the discrete case we introduce a general class of the minimum-duration filtering methods. At the end of this paper, the performance of the minimum-duration methods is numerically compared to that of the conventional ones for the problem of filtering a constant signal which is distorted by a mixture of Cauchy, Laplacian and Gaussian noise.

1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The original problem statement is to build the filtering methods by using the PMD. The mathematical problem statement requires a formalization of the concept of “signal duration”. In this paper, we use the two concepts, namely “strict duration” and “quasi-duration” [8].

The strict duration, \( D \), of any signal, \( s(t) \), is defined as a measure of the nonzero signal values. Mathematically, \( D \) is the functional

\[
D = D[s(t)] = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \chi(s(t))dt,
\]

where \( \chi(x) = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if } x \neq 0 \\ 0, & \text{if } x = 0 \end{cases} \) plays the role of an ideal cost function which we call the “Titchmarsh cost function” (p. 319 in [11]). Since \( D \) is the functional, it will be also referred to as the “functional of strict duration.” Despite an obvious physical interpretation, the strict duration cannot be constructively applied to the problem formulation [8].

The concept of quasi-duration enables to formulate the problems constructively, although it has a less obvious physical interpretation. The quasi-duration, \( D^{(\alpha, \beta, \ldots)} \), is the functional

\[
D^{(\alpha, \beta, \ldots)} = D^{(\alpha, \beta, \ldots)}[s(t)] = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \psi^{(\alpha, \beta, \ldots)}[s(t)]dt,
\]

where \( \alpha, \beta, \ldots \) are the real free-adjustable parameters, \( \psi^{(\alpha, \beta, \ldots)}(x) \) is the continuous cost function with the property: \( \psi^{(\alpha, \beta, \ldots)}(x) \rightarrow \chi(x) \) as parameters \( \alpha, \beta, \ldots \) go to their boundary values. This property provides the limiting process from \( D^{(\alpha, \beta, \ldots)} \) to \( D \), that makes sense in the noiseless case. Since \( D^{(\alpha, \beta, \ldots)} \) is the functional, it will be also referred to as the “quasi-duration functional.”

Phenomenologically, the PMD is formulated as: “After processing, the signal duration should be minimal.” An applicability domain of the PMD depends on what concept is used. If the concept of the strict duration is used, the PMD can be applied to time-limited and noise-free signal. However, if the concept of the quasi-duration is used, the applicability domain of PMD is significantly extended, since it becomes possible to process both the noisy signal and the almost time-limited signal (e.g., the Gaussian pulse). On the other hand, there are two situations when using and implementing the PMD. In the first one, the signal is considered as a solution, which is either a sum of the known and unknown signal components or an unknown signal of a given class. In this situation, the PMD is implemented either by variation of the unknown signal component or by variation of the signal itself. In the second one, the signal is considered as an error (or residual) signal. Provided that the approximation problem is formulated for a finite number of unknown parameters, the PMD is implemented by variation of these parameters [10].

Further the approximation problem with the one unknown linear parameter which is the signal amplitude is considered. Let \( g(t) \) be the signal observed in the time interval \( T \), and \( f(t) \) be the shape of this signal. Let \( A \) be the unknown signal amplitude. Then the error signal is

\[
s(t) = g(t) - Af(t); \quad t \in T.
\]

Applying the PMD to (1) with (3) leads to the following problem

\[
\arg \min_A D(A) = \arg \min_A \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \chi(g(t) - Af(t))dt,
\]

where \( D \) becomes a one-variable objective function, \( D(A) \), to be minimized in \( A \). The advantage of (4) is that the
complete destruction of a large part of $g(t)$ will not change the solution. The disadvantage of (4) is that the negligible noise makes it impossible to solve this problem.

Applying the PMD to (2) with (3) yields

$$\arg \min_A D^{(\alpha, \beta, \ldots)}(A) = \arg \min_A \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \psi^{(\alpha, \beta, \ldots)}[g(t) - Af'(t)] dt, \quad (5)$$

where $D^{(\alpha, \beta, \ldots)}$ becomes the one-variable objective function, $D^{(\alpha, \beta, \ldots)}(A)$, to be minimized in $A$. The problem (5) defines the minimum-duration estimator of $A$ based on the concept of signal quasi-duration. Provided that $f(t) = \text{const}$, from (5) the mathematical statement of the filtering problem for the constant signal is readily obtained.

The advantage of (5) is that by selecting a cost function, which should give the Titchmarsh cost function in the limit, one can eliminate the drawback of (4) and naturally satisfy the two additional and important requirements, namely: 1) robust behavior for large values of the argument when the contribution of the small number of large values is limited; 2) smooth behavior for small values of the argument to perform the optimum processing of a large number of small values. The first one determines the filter behavior with respect to the impulses (outliers), and the second one determines the filter behavior with respect to the noise (inliers). Therefore, the mathematical problem is reduced to finding such a cost function, which satisfies the requirements mentioned above and generalizes the known filtering methods (in particular, the average, median, myriad, and meridian filtering). The way to solve this problem is to introduce a finite set of free-adjustable parameters which control the cost function behavior, and, consequently, which control the filtering result in a given noise environment.

2 REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The cost functions technique is the theoretical basis to build the methods of the optimal data processing and, in particular, of the optimal filtering. For example, using a quadratic cost function $\psi(x) = x^2$ leads to the method of average filtering, which is the optimal one in the case of Gaussian noise. The use of an absolute cost function $\psi(x) = |x|$ leads to the median filtering, which is the optimal method in the case of Laplacian noise. An important feature of these methods is that they do not require any adjustment to the noise parameters. However, this is not the case for the other methods. For example, the methods of myriad filtering and meridian filtering are obtained by using the cost functions $\psi(x) = \log(x^2 + \alpha^2)$ and $\psi(x) = \log(|x| + \alpha)$; $\alpha > 0$, respectively, which provide the optimal filtering in the cases of Cauchy noise and “Meridian” noise [1–4]. Unlike previous methods, these methods depend on the noise scale parameter $\sigma$ and require the optimal tuning of the free parameter as $\alpha = \sigma$. Similarly, the use of the cost function $\psi(x) = \log(|x|^p + \alpha^p)$; $\alpha > 0; 0 < p \leq 2$ results in the construction of the filtering method in the case when the noise has a generalized Cauchy distribution. Here, there are two adjustable parameters, $\alpha$ and $p$ [7]. Unfortunately, the cost functions mentioned above do not provide the limiting process to $\chi(x)$. Therefore, they can not be used as a function $\psi^{(\alpha, \beta, \ldots)}(x)$. However, they can be derived as special (limiting) cases for the given noise environment.

The limiting process from the quasi-duration functional to the functional of strict duration is the theoretical foundation of the proposed approach. This requirement noticeably limits the set of cost functions that can be used in (5). In [8, 10, 13] the following sets were considered: 1) one-parameter set of the “root cost functions”; 2) two two-parameter sets of the root cost functions with the quadratic and absolute smoothing; 3) two three-parameter sets of the “$q$-smoothed root cost functions” and “generalized Demidenko cost functions”.

The use of the one-parameter set of the “root cost functions” leads to the following. Let $\psi^{(\alpha, \beta, \ldots)}(x)$ be the cost function

$$\psi_R^{(\beta)}(x) = |x/\Lambda|^{\beta}, \quad 0 < \beta < 1, \quad (6)$$

where $\Lambda$ is the constant with the physical dimension of $x$; further $\Lambda = 1$. Since $\lim_{\beta \to 0} \psi_R^{(\beta)}(x) = \chi(x)$, the function (6) may be used in (2). In addition, the following properties hold: (i) $\psi_R^{(\beta)}(x)$ is neither convex nor concave for all real $x$; (ii) $\psi_R^{(\beta)}(x)$ has even symmetry, where $\psi_R^{(\beta)}(0) = 0$ and $\psi_R^{(\beta)}(\pm 1) = 1$; (iii) $\lim_{x \to 0} [d\psi_R^{(\beta)}(x)/dx] = -\infty$ and $\lim_{x \to +\infty} [d\psi_R^{(\beta)}(x)/dx] = \infty$. Due to its typical behavior, the function $\psi_R^{(\beta)}(x)$ was named as the “root cost function” (even when $\beta$ is an irrational number) [10]. Let the quasi-duration functional based on (6) be denoted as $D^{(\beta)}$. Then substituting (6) into (5) yields [10]

$$\arg \min_A D^{(\beta)}(A) = \arg \min_A \int_T g(t) - Af'(t)^{\beta} dt; 0 < \beta < 1, \quad (7)$$

where $D^{(\beta)}(A)$ is the objective function to be minimized in $A$. The advantage of (7) is that the solution of (7) makes sense in the cases when there is the complete destruction of the large part of data and when the data are distorted by noise. The disadvantages of (7) are the following. First, the noise appearance can lead to the bias of estimator. Second, the noise nature is left out of account. The latter means that the cost function which depends on more free parameters and which takes into account the noise nature can be more efficient than (6).

The two-parameter sets of the root cost functions with the quadratic and absolute smoothing are defined by the similar equations that by introducing a smoothing degree, $q$, have been summarized as [10]

$$\psi_R^{(\alpha, \beta, q)}(x) = k_R^{(\alpha, \beta, q)}[1 + |x|^q / \alpha^q]^{1/q} - 1, \quad (8)$$

where $\alpha > 0; 0 < \beta \leq 1; 0 < q < \infty; \beta < q; k_R^{(\alpha, \beta, q)} = 1/[1 + |x_1|^q / \alpha^q]^{1/q} - 1$ and $\psi_R^{(\alpha, \beta, q)}(x_1) = 1$. This function represents a three-parameter set of the
“$q$-smoothed root cost functions”]. Passing to the limit in (8) as $\beta \to 0$ yields the “$q$-smoothed logarithmic cost function”

$$\psi_{\log}^{(\alpha,q)}(x) = k_{\log}^{(\alpha,q)} \log \left(1 + \frac{|x|^q}{\alpha^q}\right), \ (9)$$

where $\alpha > 0$, $0 < q < \infty$; $k_{\log}^{(\alpha,q)} = 1/\log(1 + |x|^q/\alpha^q)$. This function is the generalization of the myriad and meridian cost functions, which are for $q = 2$ and $q = 1$, respectively. It is easy to see that in the case of generalized Cauchy distribution the “smoothing degree” parameter $q$ coincides with the tail constant $p$ of this distribution.

Contrariwise, passing to the limit in (8) as $\beta \to 1$ yields

$$\psi_{med}^{(\alpha,q)}(x) = k_{med}^{(\alpha,q)} \left(1 + \frac{|x|^q}{\alpha^q}\right)^{1/q} - 1, \ (10)$$

where $k_{med}^{(\alpha,q)} = (1 + |x|^q/\alpha^q)^{1/q} - 1$; $x_1 \neq 0$ is the normalization point, where $\psi_{med}^{(\alpha,q)}(x_1) = 1$. Since the $\psi_{med}^{(\alpha,q)}(x)$ approaches the absolute cost function for $|x|^q/\alpha^q \gg 1$, further it will be referred to as the “$q$-smoothed median cost function” (despite the fact that for $q > 1$ and for $q < 1$ the behavior of (10) is different near the zero value of $x$). If $q = 2$, the special case of (10) is a pseudo-Huber cost function [12]. But if $q = 1$, from (10) one obtains the absolute cost function.

The analysis of (8) shows that under fixed $q$ the limiting process from $\psi_{R}^{(\alpha,q)}(x) \to \chi(x)$ is performed by $\alpha$ and $\beta$ (when their boundary values are zero) just in the one direction (first by $\alpha$ and then by $\beta$). This drawback has been eliminated in [13] by generalizing the cost functions proposed by E. Z. Demidenko [14] and L. D. Meshalkin [15].

The function $\psi_{D}^{(\alpha,\beta,q)}(x) = x^2/(x^2 + \alpha^2)$ was suggested by E. Z. Demidenko for the regression problem [14]. By introducing $b$ and $q$ parameters, it can be generalized to [13]

$$\psi_{D}^{(\alpha,\beta,q)}(x) = k_{D}^{(\alpha,\beta,q)} \left[1 - \frac{1}{\left(1 + \frac{|x|^q}{\alpha^q}\right)^{\beta/q}}\right], \ (11)$$

where $\alpha > 0$, $0 < \beta < \infty$, $0 < q < \infty$, and

$$k_{D}^{(\alpha,\beta,q)} = \frac{(1 + \frac{|x|^q}{\alpha^q})^{\beta/q}}{(1 + \frac{|x|^q}{\alpha^q})^{\beta/q} - (1 + \frac{|x|^q}{\alpha^q})^{\beta/q}}$$

is defined by $\psi_{D}^{(\alpha,\beta,q)}(x_1) = 1$. It is easy to check, that the Titchmarsh cost function $\chi(x)$ is the limit of (11) as $\beta \to \infty$, and the $q$-smoothed logarithmic cost function $\psi_{log}^{(\alpha,q)}(x)$ is the limit of (11) as $\beta \to +0$.

The function $\psi_{M}^{(\alpha,q)}(x) = 1 - \exp\left(-\frac{|x|^q}{\alpha^q}\right)$ was suggested by L. D. Meshalkin for robust estimation [15], [16]. It can be generalized to [13]

$$\psi_{M}^{(\alpha,q)}(x) = k_{M}^{(\alpha,q)} \left[1 - \exp\left(-\frac{|x|^q}{\alpha^q}\right)\right], \ (12)$$

where $\alpha > 0$, $0 < q < \infty$ and

$$k_{M}^{(\alpha,q)} = \left[\exp\left(-\frac{|x|^q}{\alpha^q}\right)\right]^{-1}$$

is defined by $\psi_{M}^{(\alpha,q)}(x_1) = 1$. It is obvious that as $\alpha \to 0$ the function $\psi_{M}^{(\alpha,q)}(x)$ tends to $\chi(x)$. In addition, for fixed $\alpha > 0$ it approaches the $\chi(x)$ as $q \to 0$, and it has a form of the “rectangular hole” as $q \to \infty$ [13].

### 3 MATERIALS AND METHODS

It is seen that (11) is a continuation of (8) on negative values of $\beta$. Hence, there exists a continuous (by $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $q$) set of cost functions which is defined by the common member

$$\psi_{S}^{(\alpha,\beta,q)}(x) = k_{S}^{(\alpha,\beta,q)} \left[\left(1 + \frac{|x|^q}{\alpha^q}\right)^{\beta/q} - 1\right], \ (13)$$

where $k_{S}^{(\alpha,\beta,q)} = 1/\left((1 + |x|^q/\alpha^q)^{\beta/q} - 1\right)$, $-\infty < \beta \leq 1$, $\alpha > 0$, $0 < q < \infty$, $\beta < q$. This set incorporates the following cost functions: 1) $q$-smoothed median cost functions for $\beta = 1$ (in particular, the pseudo-Huber cost function); 2) $q$-smoothed root cost functions for $0 < \beta < 1$; 3) $q$-smoothed logarithmic cost functions for $\beta = 0$ (in particular, the myriad and meridian cost functions); 4) generalized Demidenko cost functions for $-\infty < \beta < 0$; 5) Titchmarsh cost function for $\beta \to -\infty$. Since this set is sufficiently representative, it will be referred to as a “superset” of cost functions. Below, the Meshalkin cost function is also included in this superset.

With regard to the small values of $x$, the contribution of $\alpha$ is different for each cost function derived from (13). To eliminate this shortcoming, we have proposed to equalize the second-order derivative of the cost functions at zero [13]. Further, the method for producing a modified superset of cost functions is presented for $q = 2$. The similar technique may be obtained for any $0 < q < \infty$.

Let $\alpha_{myr}^2$ be the fixed value of $\alpha^2$ for the myriad cost function. Let the equality:

$$d^2\psi_{S}^{(\alpha,\beta,2)}(x)/dx^2 = d^2\psi_{log}^{(\alpha,2)}(x)/dx^2 \quad \text{be hold at } x = 0.$$ 

Then

$$\left[\frac{(\beta/2)}{\left(1 + \frac{|x|^2}{\alpha^2}\right)^{\beta/2} - 1}\right] = \frac{1}{b}, \ (14)$$

where $y = \alpha_{myr}^2$ denotes $\alpha^2$ for the function $\psi_{S}^{(\alpha,\beta,2)}(x)$ and $b = \alpha_{myr}^2 \log\left(1 + \frac{|x|^2}{\alpha_{myr}^2}\right)$. Equation (14) states the equalizing problem, where $y$ is to be determined, and can be solved by using the Newton’s method for finding roots

$$y_{k+1} = y_k - \frac{u(y_k)}{u'(y_k)}, \ (15)$$
where $y_k$ is the $k$th approximation to $y$, and where $u(y_k)$ and $u'(y_k)$ are the reduced function and its first derivative at $y_k$, respectively. The convergence of (15) is ensured by the following approach. For $-\infty < \beta < 0$, the function

$$u(y) = \left[1 + \frac{|x_1|^2}{y}\right]^{\beta/2} - 1$$

with $\beta = 0$ should be used with its first derivative

$$u'(y) = \left[1 + \frac{|x_1|^2}{y}\right]^{\beta/2} - 1 - \frac{\beta}{2} \left(1 + \frac{|x_1|^2}{y}\right)^{\beta/2}$$

and with the initial guess $y_0 = \alpha_{myr}^2$. For $0 < \beta < 1$, the function

$$u(y) = \left[1 + \frac{|x_1|^2}{y}\right]^{\beta/2} - 1 - \frac{\beta}{2} b = 0$$

should be used with its first derivative

$$u'(y) = \left[1 + \frac{|x_1|^2}{y}\right]^{\beta/2} - 1$$

and with the initial guess $y_0 = 1/\alpha_{myr}^2$. The equalizing procedure based on (15) typically converges to machine precision within 3-5 iterations.

Fig. 1 represents the superset and the modified superset of cost functions for $q = 2$ and $x_1 = 1$. Fig. 1a shows the superset without the equalizing procedure, when all cost functions have the same value $\alpha^2 = 0.01$. In this figure, there are depicted the pseudo-Huber (curve 1), $q$-smoothed root with $\beta = 1/2$, the Meshalkin cost function. It is seen that the sequence of these cost functions tends to $\chi(x)$ as $\beta \to -\infty$. Fig. 1b shows the modified superset of cost functions, which is produced by the equalizing procedure for $\alpha_{myr}^2 = 0.01$. Here, the curve 7 is similar to the graph of the Meshalkin cost function, coinciding visually with it. Thus, in the limit as $\beta \to -\infty$, the Meshalkin cost function is obtained. This fact can readily be proved, since the finiteness of the second-order derivative at zero is provided on condition that $\alpha_{myr}^2 = const \times \beta$. Substituting this value into (13) with $q = 2$ and passing to the limit in (13) as $\beta \to -\infty$ yield the Meshalkin cost function.

Based on (13), the quasi-duration functional can be expressed as

$$D_{S}(\alpha, \beta, q)[x(t)] = k_{S}(\alpha, \beta, q) \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left[\left(1 + \frac{|s(t)|^q}{\alpha^q}\right)^{\beta/q} - 1\right] dt,$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where $\alpha > 0$, $-\infty < \beta \leq 1$, $0 < q < \infty$, and $\beta < q$. It has the following special cases: 1) $q$-smoothed median functional (when $\beta = 1$); 2) pseudo-Huber functional (when $\beta = 1$ and $q = 2$); 3) $q$-smoothed root functional (when $0 < \beta < 1$); 4) $q$-smoothed logarithmic functional (when $\beta \to 0$); 5) myriad functional (when $\beta \to 0$ and $q = 2$); 6) meridian functional (when $\beta \to 0$ and $q = 1$); 7) generalized Demidenko functional (when $-\infty < \beta < 0$); 8) Demidenko functional (when $\beta = -2$ and $q = 2$). The generalized Meshalkin functional defined by

$$D_{S}(\alpha, \beta, q)[x(t)] = k_{S}(\alpha, \beta, q) \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \left[\left(1 + \frac{|s(t)|^q}{\alpha^q}\right)^{\beta/q} - 1\right] dt,$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

is also derived from (16) in the limit as $\beta \to -\infty$ after the equalizing procedure. Thus, (16) determines a large family of functionals, which will be referred to as the “superfamily of quasi-duration”. On this basis, the minimum-duration estimate is defined as a solution of the appropriate optimization problem related to minimizing the quasi-duration (16). Assuming $f(t) = const$, below we write the general class of the minimum-duration filtering methods for the discrete case with the following notations: $g_i$ is the sample of observed signal, $N$ is the number of signal samples in filter window, and $A$ denotes the unknown amplitude value, which is the filter output. This class is given by the problem.
\[ \arg \min_{A} \left\{ k_{S}^{(\alpha, \beta, q)} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left[ \frac{1}{\alpha} \left| g_{i} - A \right|^{\beta/q} \right]^{1/q} - 1 \right\}, \quad (18) \]

where \( \alpha > 0, -\infty < \beta \leq 1, \quad 0 < q < \infty, \quad \text{and} \quad \beta < q. \) Note, that \( k_{S}^{(\alpha, \beta, q)} > 0 \) for \( 0 < \beta \leq 1 \) and \( k_{S}^{(\alpha, \beta, q)} < 0 \) for \( -\infty < \beta < 0. \)

The filtering consists in finding the optimal value of \( A. \) The special cases of (18) can be written more simply without the nonessential constants.

The computational complexity of the optimization problem (18) can be reduced [17], when instead of the optimal value, \( A \in R, \) where \( R \) is the set of real numbers, the quasi-optimal value, \( A \in \{g_{i} | i = 1, \ldots, N\} \subset R, \) is computed as the filter output. It is seen that the quasi-optimal value of \( A \) makes, at least, one of the terms in the sum (18) equal to zero.

### 4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

We have compared the potential capability of the minimum-duration methods in the problem of filtering the constant signal distorted by additive noise. Further, we have selected the \( q \)-smoothed root filtering ((18) with \( q = 2 \) and \( \beta = 1/2 \)), Demidenko filtering ((18) with \( q = 2 \) and \( \beta = -2 \)), and Meshalkin filtering ((18) with \( q = 2 \) and \( \beta \to -\infty \))

These methods have been compared with the methods of average, median, pseudo-Huber, myriad and maximum-likelihood (ML) filtering. The three cases, when the constant signal with amplitude \( A = 1 \) was additively distorted by the Cauchy noise (case 1), by the mixture of Cauchy and Laplacian noise (case 2), and by the mixture of Cauchy and Gaussian noise (case 3), have been examined with the same value of the scale parameter for each type of noise. The mixture of Cauchy and Laplacian noise was formed with a priori probabilities of 1/2 for each. The mixture of Cauchy and Gaussian noise was formed with a priori probabilities of 2/3 and 1/3, respectively. Thus, in these cases, the probability density function, \( p(z); z \in R, \) of noisy signal is defined by

\[ p(z) = p_{C}(z) = \frac{1}{\pi} \frac{1}{(z-A)^2 + \sigma^2} \quad \text{(in the case 1)}, \]

\[ p(z) = \frac{1}{2} p_{C}(z) + \frac{1}{2} p_{L}(z) \quad \text{and} \quad p_{L}(z) = \frac{1}{2\lambda} \exp\left( \frac{|z-A|}{\lambda} \right); \]

\[ \lambda = \frac{\sigma}{\sqrt{2}} \quad \text{(in the case 2)} \]

and \( p(z) = \frac{2}{3} p_{C}(z) + \frac{1}{3} p_{G}(z); \)

\[ p_{G}(z) = \frac{1}{2\pi\sigma} \exp\left( -\frac{(z-A)^2}{2\sigma^2} \right) \quad \text{(in the case 3)}. \]

For the calculations, the fragment of noisy constant signal was numerically simulated on a set of \( N = 121 \) discrete samples, where \( N \) is the length of filter window. The filtering was to estimate the signal amplitude by finding the location of the global minimum of the corresponding optimization problem with the relative accuracy 0.1%. Further, the estimator’s Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) averaged arithmetically over 10000 noise realizations have been calculated as a function of the free-adjustable parameter \( \alpha \) that associated with the scale parameter of a given noise distribution. In these calculations, the modified superset of cost functions was used for \( q = 2. \)

Fig. 2 represents the calculated RMSE/\( \sigma \) ratio vs the \( \alpha/\sigma \) ratio, where \( \sigma = 0.1. \) The solid curves with heavy dots depict the calculated values for the (1) pseudo-Huber filtering, (2) \( q \)-smoothed root filtering with \( q = 2 \) and \( \beta = 1/2, \) (3) myriad filtering, (4) Demidenko filtering, and (5) Meshalkin filtering; the dotted curve (6) with heavy dots depicts the calculated values for ML filtering; the dotted horizontal line depicts the calculated value for the median filtering.

Figure 2 – RMSE/\( \sigma \) ratio vs \( \alpha/\sigma \) ratio for the constant signal distorted by the (a) Cauchy noise, (b) mixture of Cauchy and Laplacian noise, and (c) mixture of Cauchy and Gaussian noise.


5 DISCUSSION

As shown in Fig. 2a, in the case 1 the myriad filtering, which is also the ML filtering, provides the best result at $\alpha/\sigma = 1$ (theoretically, $\alpha/\sigma = 1$). Moreover, it provides the best results within the range $0.6 \leq \alpha/\sigma \leq 2$. However, if $\alpha/\sigma \leq 0.4$ and $\alpha$ goes to zero, the performance of the myriad filtering (as well as the other minimum-duration filtering with the exception of the pseudo-Huber filtering) dramatically deteriorates; whereas that of the median filtering remains steady throughout. Note also, if the ratio becomes larger than 2, the RMSE/ML filtering at $7.0/4.0$ becomes larger than 2. However, for $\alpha/\sigma \geq 0.8$ the ML filtering, which tends to the median filtering as $\alpha$ goes to infinity, is the best. In the case 3, Fig. 2c shows the advantage of the Demidenko filtering, although this advantage is not significant here. This figure shows that within the range $0.6 \leq \alpha/\sigma \leq 2$ the Demidenko filtering is slightly better than the ML filtering. This can be explained by the fact that the ML estimator has no optimum properties for finite samples. In addition, for all these three cases, the selected minimum-duration filtering methods, used with $q = 2$ (which was close to the optimal value of $q$) and optimal $\alpha$, were 5–8 times better than the average filtering. However, the smaller $N$ was, the smaller the advantage.

Thus, these numerical simulations show the following. For the problem of filtering the noisy constant signal, the potential of the minimum-duration filtering exceeds the potential of the median and average filtering. As would be expected, the myriad filtering is the best for the Cauchy noise, the $q$-smoothed root filtering (with $q = 2$ and $\beta = 1/2$) is the best for the given mixture of Cauchy and Laplacian noise, and the Demidenko filtering is the best for the given mixture of Cauchy and Gaussian noise.

CONCLUSIONS

The goal of signal processing based on the PMD is to produce the signal with the minimum duration. To describe the signal duration in practice, the concept of the signal quasi-duration can be used. This concept is implemented by the quasi-duration functional and, in particular, by the quasi-duration objective function. The superfamily of the quasi-duration functional is proposed. It covers the families that include the $q$-smoothed median functional, $q$-smoothed root functional, $q$-smoothed logarithmic functional, the generalized Demidenko and Meshalkin functionals.

The general class of the minimum-duration filtering methods which depends on the three free-adjustable parameters is introduced. The myriad and median filtering methods occupy the intermediate positions in this class. The potential of the minimum-duration filtering exceeds the potential of the median and average filtering. Theoretically, the minimum-duration filtering methods enable to filter the signal, which is destroyed in more than half length of the filter window, when the median filtering may fail.

By adjusting the free parameters, the proposed approach enables efficient processing of the signal which is distorted by noise of different types. Finding optimal values of $\alpha$, $\beta$ and $q$ is the major problem in taking full advantage of the minimum-duration filtering.
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